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QUESTION 1

A system administrator has an application installed on a physical machine that is licensed to the MAC 

address of the physical NIC. This system needs to be virtualized. 

What two methods could an administrator use to ensure the license will function in the virtual machine? (Choose two.) 

A. Manually set the MAC address for the vNIC in the guest OS 

B. Install the NIC from the physical server into the ESXi host 

C. Manually set the MAC address for the vNIC using the Web Client 

D. Configure the physical server\\'s MAC address in the virtual switch 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator is planning the capture of a reference machine for two departments: Finance and Information
Technology. 

Which two applications should the administrator include in the common base layer? (Choose two.) 

A. Finance Accounting Application 

B. Anti-Virus software 

C. Admin Script Editor 

D. VPN Software 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator is deploying a pool of virtual desktops and receives the following message when testing a 

desktop connectionfrom a View Client machine : 

The Desktop Currently Has No Desktop Sources Available. 

The administrator has confirmed that: 

After logging in to the vCenter Server, what should the administrator ensure to troubleshoot the issue? 

A. The virtual desktops are powered on. 

B. There are no Memory reservations. 
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C. There are no CPU reservations. 

D. The View Composer service is running. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

An administrator recently updated a linked-clone desktop pool with optimizations to improve performance. After the
desktop pool is recomposed, users are unable to connect to their client printers. Which Windows service is causing the
client printers to fail to connect to virtual desktops? 

A. Desktop Window Manager Session Manager 

B. VMware USB Arbitration Service 

C. TP AutoConnect Service 

D. Windows Firewall 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5
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An administrator needs to modify the Workspace Portal instance to provide access to a group of users in a different
Active Directory Forest. 

Which two steps must the administrator take to connect to this new forest? (Choose two.) 

A. Set the LDAP port to 389 (non-SSL) or 636 (SSL). 

B. Set the global catalog port to 3268 (non-SSL) or 3269 (SSL). 

C. Select sAMAccountName as the Active Directory attribute that contains the username. 

D. Select userPrincipalName as the Active Directory attribute that contains the username. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator needs to create an alarm to monitor when a specific ESXi host in an HA/DRS cluster becomes
disconnected from other vSphere components like HA agents or the vCenter server. 

Which process must the administrator use to accomplish this? 

A. Define a Host type alarm, monitor for the event Cannot connect host, and supply a conditional trigger on Host name
equal to a specific label. 

B. Define a Cluster type alarm, monitor for the event Cannot connect host, and supply a conditional trigger on Host
name equal to a specific label. 

C. Define a Cluster type alarm, monitor for the event Host status changed, and supply a specific label for each host. 

D. Define a Host type alarm, monitor for the condition Host status changed, and supply a specific label for each host. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

An administrator has installed View and needs to configure the PCoIP settings via a Group Policy Object (GPO). 

What should the administrator do first? 

A. Create a GPO and apply the required policy settings. 

B. Add pcoip.adm to the Administrative Templates on a View Connection server. 

C. Link the GPO to the Organizational Unit (OU) that contains the virtual desktops. 

D. Add pcoip.adm to the Administrative Templates on an Active Directory server. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8
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An administrator needs to configure View to support ThinApp applications. Which file location should the administrator
choose for the ThinApp repository? 

A. \\10.232.98.55\ThinApps 

B. \\filesrv9.domain.local\ThinApps 

C. http://websrv7.domain.local/thinapprepo 

D. ftp://websrv7.domain.local/thinapprepo 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator is creating a pool of desktops for a group of developers. The administrator needs to provide control to a
user from the group to manage the recompose and refresh operations. The user\\'s controls must apply only to the
developer pool. 

What should the administrator do? 

A. Create a developer folder, add the developer pool, and assign a user with the Inventory Administrators role to the
folder. 

B. Create the developer pool and assign the Manage Desktops global privilege to the virtual desktops. 

C. Create the developer pool and assign the Inventory Control global privilege to the virtual desktops. 

D. Create a developer folder, add the desktops, and assign a user with the Manage Desktops role to the folder. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator needs to configure a Linux virtual machine template to support guest customization. The administrator
has installed VMware Tools. 

Which additional component is necessary to enable Linux guest OS customization? 

A. Perl 

B. Bash 

C. Python 

D. Sysprep 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11
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Refer to the exhibit. 

Users accessing the WinXP virtual machine shown in the exhibit report intermittent connectivity to the corporate
network. 

The configuration is as follows: 

Which step should the administrator take to resolve the WinXP virtual machine\\'s intermittent connectivity to the
corporate network? 

A. Add the ESXi host to the switch where the virtual machine is currently running 

B. Disable Port Blocking on the VCP_DCV_Example switch 

C. Disable Port Blocking on the Production port group 

D. Enable Network I/O Control on the switch to better balance I/O 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator needs to set up an environment that will allow administrators to access virtual desktops as needed and
reset the desktop state when users logoff. Additionally, administrators need to be able to manage physical desktops
from one interface. 

Which component should the administrator use to meet the requirements? 

A. View 

B. Mirage 

C. ThinApp 

D. Desktop 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 13

An administrator identifies PCoIP packet fragmentation on the network. The following items have been discovered: 

What should the administrator do? 

A. Set router buffers to tail drop. 

B. Set router buffers to Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED). 

C. Set PCoIP MTU to 1500 

D. Set PCoIP MTU to 1100 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Which two commands will allow export and import of the Minimal Restore Set? (Choose two.) 

A. addMinimalSet C:\minimalset.xml 

B. exportMinimalSet C:\minimalset.xml 

C. getMinimalSet C:\minimalset.xml 

D. removeMinimalSet C:\minimalset.xml 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 15

Which GPO settings should be configured to achieve the highest quality for graphics and video with PCoIP desktop
connections? 

A. Enable Turn off Build-to-Lossless feature setting. 

B. Set Maximum Frame Rate to 15. 

C. Disable Turn off Build-to-Lossless feature setting. 

D. Set the Configure the PCoIP session bandwidth floor to 1,000Kbps. 

Correct Answer: C 
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